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Today FIFA developer EA Sports has announced FIFA 22 will feature “HyperMotion Technology,” a
brand new gameplay enhancement that provides new ways to play and feel the fun and intensity of
a live match, capturing real-life player movements to deliver live gameplay that’s unprecedented in
the series. Last week, EA Sports released a “FIFA Demo” version of FIFA 22 that is the first of what

we’re told is a number of demo options (“Fit-In-Phases”) players will be able to experience, and
which gives them a glimpse of how FIFA 22 “HyperMotion Technology” will revolutionize how we play
the game. That demo has been well received – we’ve played it and we’ve published our review. The
demo showcased four game modes: Teammate, all-new FaceOff mode, Ball Control, and Predator

Dribbling. The Teammate mode allows players to create a player card, then lead a full-team,
including 11 first-team players, who face off in a one-match, single-player mode. In addition to the

11 first-team players, it also features players at your club’s reserve team level. FIFA 22 lets you
customize your team and create an in-game “face” for every player that can give them more

ownership over how they play. FaceOff mode is new for FIFA 22, and simulates 11 sets of three-on-
three, fast-paced, one-minute matches. Players can see their team’s performance and make one-to-
one substitutions – just like a match in real life. Players can also use their skill bar to perform special
moves that are inspired by real-life players. Players can get rewards for goals, passes and tackles,
and their popularity will improve based on the actions they performed that game. In Ball Control

mode, you’re tasked with taking control of the ball and passing it to teammates. You can dribble the
ball at any time. You can use a new “Flaming Throw” – and you can start a throw even when you’re

being tackled. In Predator Dribbling, teams fight for possession by staying in front of the opposition’s
defenders. The faster you dribble past your opponent
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Features Key:

Power League - Play the complete football season with your friends:
National Leagues – Compete in as many as 24 national leagues across five
confederations with authentic stadiums and kits, manage the season calendar, and
choose match dates for the complete season.
International Tournaments – Compete in real-world international tournaments with
144 international stadiums from all confederations.
Or test your skills in a full Player Career – Upgrade your skill and attributes to
progress through the ranks as a soccer hero: Play in real-world matches, fight for
promotions and go on transfer raids to buy the best players available.
Master League - Take your favorite team and dominate
A complete stadium and kit design editor – Create and customize your ideal stadium,
kits and add your own touches to appeal to your fans
Create custom league and cup tournaments – Play over 90 different football
tournaments with 1500 customised cup matches
Compete in multiple tournament modes including cup winners, all-cup or knockout
cup tournaments
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An authentic football experience where your every touch makes a difference. FIFA Ultimate
Team gives you a new way to collect and build your dream team of footballers. Draft and
develop young prospects into seasoned superstars. Then take to the pitch and lead your
team to glory. FIFA Online Modes Get ready for World Cup 2018 as FIFA introduces the return
of FIFA World Cup Moments, the Global Journey through official qualifying tournaments and
the return of the Co-Op mode FIFA World Cup Stories. Stay connected with all your favourite
clubs and squads, and get a feel for what it is like to compete on the field. Plus, with the new
Preferred Player Performance system, dive deeper into each player’s traits to create a team
that’s a perfect fit for your play style. FIFA Soccer Live Leagues gives you the chance to
compete on the pitch in one of the most realistic environments available. Play alongside
thousands of other fans in real-world stadiums, with improved visuals and a host of new
features. EA SPORTS™ FIFA 20 Turn up the intensity. Featuring all-new defensive AI, new
tactical layers, new Player Balance, new goalkeeper motion, new multiplayer modes, and
more, FIFA 20 is the only football simulation you need. Team of the Year Discover the world’s
best footballers and teams, as well as the biggest stars and most influential clubs. The
World’s Best Player Draft Choose your team of superstars in the all-new Player Draft, with up
to 32 elite footballers to choose from. Build your dream squad from a talented pool of real
footballers from around the world. Roster Import You can now import your football team and
players from FIFA Ultimate Team, Xbox Live and FIFA Ultimate Team Seasons. Authentic
Player Traits Each football star has unique playing traits that you can take advantage of with
the new Personal Touch System. With over 3,000 unique traits that can be placed on any
player, create the football squad that’s right for your play style. Improved ball control The
ball feels more responsive and natural in the air, as well as more powerful when shooting.
Play it smarter and improve your game, with new player controls and defensive AI. New
Training drills Intuitive drills will teach you to read the game and take advantage of new
skills. Whether you’re shooting from distance or tracking bc9d6d6daa
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Build your very own squad of superstars featuring new and classic Ultimate Team cards. Add
them to your FIFA Ultimate Team which you can develop to win tournaments and boost your
skills. Take over as manager and build the perfect team with features including clever Draft,
Squad Management, and exciting stats. Play-alone modes – My Ultimate Team – Introducing
a whole new way to play. Play online with your friends using the new Global Pass, or play
against AI opponents. Take over as manager and develop your squad in My Ultimate Team,
then go it alone as a pro. Or play online with friends using the all-new Global Pass Match Day
– Whether you enjoy warming up for a game or just want to see what all the fuss is about,
FIFA Football’s first-ever TV studio show brings the world to your living room! ESPN’s first-
ever soccer show features exclusive chats with the biggest stars on the pitch, plus access to
exclusive content from all over the world. FIFA CONNECT New Goals – Influences created in
Career Mode can be applied to create instant Goals. Being Mentored – New tutorials and
improved approach to teaching the essentials. Tactics Cards – Tips and tricks from the
previous internationals. Player Intelligence – New AI traits: speed, stamina, intelligence,
acceleration, and cunning. LOOK AND FEEL EA SPORTS Soccer has long been known for
creating the most authentic soccer simulation available in the market and FIFA 22 takes the
experience to the next level. Optimized for next-generation technology, FIFA 22 delivers an
incredible new-gen presentation that brings the action to life like never before. New lighting,
shading and rendering technology shows players in true-to-life skin tones. PLAYER-WRITTEN
TRACKS – Read the latest FIFA Pro Player Series interview for further details on the Player-
written tracks included in FIFA 22. QUALITY OF LIFE Use FIFA Ultimate Team to unlock items,
customize players, and learn new skills in new ways. New cards, including Messi, Ronaldo,
and Neymar, will appear, and more. Train yourself as a manager or player in new ways to
progress and unlock new attributes. Experience the all-new TV studio show, featuring the
best players in the world and exclusive content. LIVE WITHIN YOUR HOME COUNTRY Choose
your country and join your club in FIFA’s all-new and

What's new:

Highlights:
Do you dare? Choose from a brand-new set of tactics
from the 10 best domestic teams in England, France
and Spain, plus a brand-new Authentic Defender that
lets you select your favourite real-life centre back,
who your club captain does not even have to play in
your real-life team.
More Attacking Moves: Find movement from the last
eleven moments of a pre-match tactical sequence.
Now you can head a pass or make a close-range run,
even though you and your opponent are not yet in a
scoring position.
Single Passes: Now players receive single passes from
the opposing goalkeeper, to kick the ball into touch
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- A Living, Breathing Organic, Natural & Relentless Game
FIFA's movement system allows the next generation of
athletically gifted players to push the boundaries of the
game. Movement styles and individuality are more precise
with the new control scheme and more challenging and
immersive gameplay mechanics. Unprecedented Speed
FIFA's new "Now" system increases game speed, creating a
more reactive and reactive gameplay experience. It is also
used to replicate the speed of the real-world game. The
result is 10 times more player collisions. The World's Game
FIFA now features a completely re-crafted and re-mastered
World Environment where you face the toughest
competition in the world. Play as any team in a country of
your choice and face a living, breathing world where the
weather, pitch conditions, and even the teams themselves,
have been adjusted to capture all of the authentic realism
of the real game. Creating a Living, Breathing Game The
animation system has been fully upgraded. Now players in
the right positions have more unique animations, creating
a more reactive and reactive gameplay experience.
Standard & 3D Player Physique. Updated from the last
generation to give you an even better feel for the players
on the pitch. Realistic Player Shapes and Ligaments. Take
charge of 360 total body movement to feel the impact of
your run and pass. New Running Motion. Get more reactive
by feeling the ground as you move through the game
world. Seamless Ball. Feel every surface of the ball with
the new React Ball Trajectory. Expanded Ball Physics. The
larger surface area of the ball will increase playability and
reactivity. New Collision Responses. Now your opponent
reacts more naturally to your pass. Full Footprint Deform.
Players now have full foot and ankle movements, allowing
you to feel an even more responsive foot ball. Free-Kick
Lifts. Now when you make your kick, the force of the hit
and follow through is much more impactful. Goal Kick
Circle. The kicker now feels the weight of the ball with
feedback from the complete leg rotation. Long Pass &
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Diagonal Pass. Diagonal passes now cut more consistently
through the back line. Passing in All Directions. The ability
to pass around players in all directions will give your pass
more clear options and more open field. Stadium
Atmosphere
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System Requirements:

- Windows XP, Vista, or Windows 7 - Pentium 4 or AMD
Athlon 64 or equivalent - 1024x768 screen resolution or
greater - 300 Mhz or faster processor - 300 Mhz or faster
hard drive speed - 64 MB of RAM (256 MB for X-Lite X3) -
DirectX 9.0c compatible sound card - 300 Mhz or faster
video card (Not all card models are DirectX 9.0c compliant)
- DVD-ROM drive - Internet Explorer 5.
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